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Quilt size Wallhanging or throw -
whatever! The pictured example is 120 x 140 cm (47 x 55 inches),

therefore the material requirements are based on a quilt of approximately
that size. 

Due to the haphazard nature of construction, all material requirements are
approximate.

Materials and tools
1.5 m (60 inches) white floral for linking squares
1.5 m (60 inches) total of different pinks for doll backgrounds
1 m (40 inches) large pink stripe or similar for house backgrounds
20 cm (8 inches) cream for doll faces and hands
40 cm (16 inches) brown for roofs and doll legs, or scrap
Scraps of lots of different fabrics of all colours, from 5 cm (2 inches)
square to 13 cm (5 inches) square, for hats, windows and doors and
daisies in the gardens and borders
1 m (40 inches) multicoloured stripe for border
50 cm (20 inches) brown fabric for inner border and binding
2.4 m (95 inches) backing fabric
Cotton wadding at least 140 x 160 cm (64 x 56 inches)
Chocolate brown perle cotton No 8 for quilting
Assorted buttons, ric-rac, trim and whatever else you might like to jazz up
your dollies with. Please be mindful that if the quilt is for a small child,
buttons are not advised.

Note: It is recommended that all fabrics be 100 percent cotton,

and be ironed. Requirements are based on fabric 112 cm (44

inches) wide. Unless otherwise stated, all seam allowances are

1/4 inch throughout. Make sure you colour test any dark fabrics

that you are using (see page xxx); if they run, wash them before

cutting. 

Please read all instructions before starting.

The idea

The One thing to remember about

this quilt is ...  let yourself go! This

quilt is a recipe, not a pattern. There

are no set sizes for the dolls or

houses, so there is no set size for

the quilt. Make some of your dolls

and houses first, then pin them up

on a sheet of flannel or lay them out

on the floor until you are happy with

the result. If you want more, make

more! When you are happy, join them

up. There are no rules here, just cut,

sew and enjoy! This quilt is a good

quilt to use up all those scraps, so

get them out!

The inspiration for this quilt came

from Collaborative Quilting, by

Freddie Moran and Gwen Marston.
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Making Dolls
In this quilt there are several sizes of dolls. In fact, no two of them are the
same size. I didn't cut a specific size skirt or anything else, I just took
pieces and chopped bits off and went from there. If you want a more
definite recipe though, do the following:

For a small dolly, cut:
a 4 inch square from 'dress' fabric
a 4 inch x 1 inch strip from 'dress' fabric

two 2 1⁄2 x 4 1⁄2 inch pieces from the pink background
two 3 x 1 1⁄2 inch pieces from the pink background
two pieces 2 x 1 1⁄2 inches and one piece 1 x 1 1⁄2 inches from the pink
background
one 1 1⁄2 inch square and two 1 inch squares from the cream 'face' fabric
two pieces 1 x 1 1⁄2 inches from the brown fabric for legs

Begin by finding the centre of your dress fabric 4 inch square by folding
it in half and finger pressing a line at the top. Bearing in mind that this is
the centre of the dolly, place one pink background 2 1⁄2 inch x 4 1⁄2 inch
piece randomly onto the dolly's dress about 1 inch from the centre mark,
right sides together, like this. 

1 Sew a 1⁄4 inch seam along the pink fabric and trim off the excess dress
fabric. 
2 Repeat on the other side of the square. Do not be concerned that the
pieces are not exactly the same, or worry too much about measuring. Press
the seams open towards the background fabric. You will have a piece that
is shaped like this:-
3 Trim the top and bottom edges flat with the original 4 inch square. Do
not trim the sides yet.
4 Next, sew a 1 inch cream square to either side of the 4 inch x 1 inch
piece of dress fabric and press the seam towards the dress. The piece will
look like this, and it is your arms and hands. Make sure it is shorter than
the width of your skirt/ background piece, other wise when you come to
trim you will cut off her hands!
5 Take the remaining piece of cream fabric and piece a 1 1⁄2 inch strip of
background fabric to either side. This is your head.
6 Piece a strip as follows - 2 inch x 1 1⁄2 inch piece pink background, leg, 1
inch x 1 1⁄2 inch piece pink, leg, 2 inch x 1 1⁄2 inch piece pink. Press the
seams towards the legs. The piece should look like this:-
7 Before you join your doll together, consider what she might have sewn
to her dress. If you plan to use trim or add an apron, now is the time to do
it. To add trim such as ric-rac along the top edge of the dress, tack it on
now by hand. Then when you come to sew the pieces together, the edge
you tacked will be caught neatly in the seam. 

You can use the same tactic for an apron - merely cut two U-shaped
pieces, larger than the finished size you want, from contrasting fabric and
sew them together around the U, leaving the straight edge open. Clip
around the curves with small sharp scissors and turn the apron through.
Iron the seam flat, then tack the flat edge of the apron to the dress at the
top and continue as before. As it makes the dolls difficult to iron and sew
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Doll construction
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